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In the picture above, the motors are all plugged in to the back of the case, as expected, but the very
first two rows of the controller plug into the front of the case. Im not sure if that is the way it was

supposed to be hooked up or not, it seems as if every other controller I see pictures of has the left
side of the case wiped out with the commontator array. As all of the motors are very deep in and I
like a clean top surface to solder on components, I cut a trim cutout at the bottom of the chassis to
access everything to repair it. One problem that is starting to present itself to me is I havent been
able to get a signal out to the "Plug n Play" Mega PC port to actually bring up the LED stripe on the

LCD in the case. A majorly impressive device at the introduction of the HiFive a few months ago was
the ability to spin up the motor controller by pushing a button. As I noticed from one of the videos I
watched that only worked with a USB cable connected to the Mega PC port and nothing else. I can
not for the life of me figure out what its doing or how its working. As soon as I connect the Mega PC
port the same thing happens as before, the LCD go blank and thats it- with the controller settings

have been left in after the setup procedure. Hi theres a problem. The Hi5 1 board which I put
together isnt working right. It wont power the motors up even when I switch everything to common

anode, and common cathode. Im not sure if its a wiring problem or if the controller itself is not
generating the voltage to start the motors, but if anyone has any pointers, or could guide me to at

least figure out where in the wiring I have done a bad turn on the board, Im all ears.
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